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Abstract

Phrase grounding is a multi-modal problem that localizes a
particular noun phrase in an image referred to by a text query.
In the challenging zero-shot phrase grounding setting, the ex-
isting state-of-the-art grounding models have limited capac-
ity in handling the unseen phrases. Humans, however, can
ground novel types of objects in images with little effort,
significantly benefiting from reasoning with commonsense.
In this paper, we design a novel phrase grounding architec-
ture that builds multi-modal knowledge graphs using exter-
nal knowledge and then performs graph reasoning and spatial
relation reasoning to localize the referred nouns phrases. We
perform extensive experiments on different zero-shot ground-
ing splits sub-sampled from the Flickr30K Entity and Visual
Genome dataset, demonstrating that the proposed framework
is orthogonal to backbone image encoders and outperforms
the baselines by 2∼3% in accuracy, resulting in a significant
improvement under the standard evaluation metrics.

Introduction
Localizing objects in an image referenced by noun phrases
in a query (Chen, Kovvuri, and Nevatia 2017; Plummer et al.
2015; Yu et al. 2018), a fundamental problem known as
phrase grounding or referring expressions, has drawn ex-
tensive attention in both the natural language processing and
computer vision community. A good phrase grounding sys-
tem can benefit many other downstream tasks such as vi-
sual question answering (Antol et al. 2015; Goyal et al.
2017), image retrieval (Johnson et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2016),
and image captioning (Lu et al. 2018; Dai, Fidler, and Lin
2018). There have been two major lines of models for
phrase grounding: (1) The two-stage phrase grounding mod-
els (Wang et al. 2018; Plummer et al. 2015, 2018; Chen et al.
2017a) first obtain candidate proposals from an explicit ob-
ject detector and then perform matching according to their
similarities to the query. (2) Single-stage phrase grounding
models (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia 2019; Yang et al. 2019)
directly generate dense candidate proposals on sliced image
regions with various resolutions and perform matching with
the query.
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Query: A walking stick

Ground the object 
in query

Problem: Either walking stick or stick is seen instances in training

Stick could be near  the 
detected box of People

people hold stick 
is a commonsense

People can be localized by 
explicit object detector

people hold something
is seen in training

Motivation: stick could be detected with external knowledge and reasoning

Figure 1: An example of zero-shot phrase grounding and
motivation of our solution

There are two settings in the challenging zero-shot phrase
grounding proposed by (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia 2019):
(a) novel noun phrases, i.e., the noun phrases in the test set
are not shown in the training set. (b) novel object categories,
i.e., the visual examples of queried object categories in the
test set are not shown in the training set, in which setting (b)
is more strict than setting (a). To tackle the zero-shot prob-
lem, two-stage models can only ground a fixed set of object
categories on which the explicit detector was trained, and
the single-stage models lack object priors because they do
not use explicit detectors. However, humans can effortlessly
ground novel types of objects in natural language queries
through reasoning based on knowledge (Minsky 2007). In-
spired by this, we explore and propose a novel architec-
ture by leveraging dense candidate proposals in single-stage
models and relating the locations of the target proposal
to objects detected by the explicit detector in a two-stage
model, thus leveraging the best of both worlds. As illus-
trated in Figure 1, although neither walking stick nor stick
is seen during training, we can ground them by resorting to
commonsense knowledge “people-hold-stick” and learning
to relate the target proposal to explicitly detected object box
of “people”.

To introduce external knowledge into our model, we pro-
pose to jointly learn from commonsense knowledge (Fell-
baum 2012; Liu and Singh 2004) and scene graph knowl-
edge (Krishna et al. 2017). We build multi-modal knowledge
graphs based on text entities parsed from queries (entity
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nodes), explicitly detected objects (object nodes) including
their boxes (i.e., visual features and box coordinates), and
class labels (i.e., semantic features, and retrieved relations
(relation nodes) between entities and objects belonging to
a pre-defined set of relation types). Once the multi-modal
knowledge graph is built, we propose to perform graph rea-
soning by graph convolution operations to learn the context-
aware representations for its nodes.

To enable spatial relation reasoning on the query, we
need to relate the location of the target proposal to the ex-
plicitly detected object boxes. Between each detected ob-
ject and the target proposal, we define eight types of spa-
tial relations based on their intersection over union (IoU)
values, relative distance d as well as relative angles θ: In-
side, Cover, Overlap, Top-Left, Top-Right, Bottom-Left,
Bottom-Right and Irrelevant as shown in Figure 3. The
motivation for predicting a spatial relation between detected
object boxes and target proposal is rendering a coarse esti-
mate for the location of the noun phrases. We take as input
the context-aware graph node features from the above multi-
modal knowledge graphs to perform spatial relation reason-
ing.

Our approach is the first to incorporate external knowl-
edge, graph reasoning, and spatial relation reasoning for
zero-shot phrase grounding. We build on a baseline single-
stage phrase grounding system (Sadhu, Chen, and Neva-
tia 2019), consisting of three major components: (1) Se-
lect the backbone encoder for images and candidate anchor
box generator. (2) Perform multi-modal knowledge graphs
(MMKG) reasoning to predict matching scores and regres-
sion parameters for each candidate proposal. (3) Perform
spatial relation reasoning (SRR) with regard to detected ob-
jects to get localization scores for each candidate proposal.
We take combined localization and matching scores as well
as regression parameters as the final predictions. Extensive
experiments were performed on zero-shot phrase grounding
splits introduced by (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia 2019), which
were developed on Visual Genome (Krishna et al. 2017) and
Flickr30K Entities (Plummer et al. 2015; Young et al. 2014).
Our models achieve significant improvement over the base-
line single-stage phrase grounding model. Our main contri-
butions are summarized as follows:

• We propose to construct multi-modal knowledge graphs
based on external knowledge that connects queries and
images and performs reasoning with graph convolution
operations.

• A novel spatial relation reasoning component is devel-
oped to predict the spatial relation between target candi-
date proposal and detected boxes.

• Our proposed models show significant improvements
over baselines on several zero-shot phrase grounding
datasets. We provide detailed analyses on how these are
achieved.

Related Work
Phrase Grounding There are two general frameworks for
phrase grounding. The two-stage models (Plummer et al.
2015; Wang et al. 2018; Plummer et al. 2018; Chen et al.

2017a; Rohrbach et al. 2016; Yu et al. 2018, 2016; Mao et al.
2016) leverage an object detector such as FasterRCNN (Ren
et al. 2015) and MaskR-CNN (He et al. 2017) in the first
stage to obtain the bounding boxes and ROI-pooled features
and then rank/classify the proposals in the second step. How-
ever, single-stage models (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia 2019;
Yang et al. 2019; Zhao et al. 2018; Yeh et al. 2017; Yang, Li,
and Yu 2020; Yang et al. 2020) instead use dense candidate
proposals and directly fuse the text features from queries
and visual representation from proposals to make the pre-
diction. The dense candidate proposal features are usually
from single-stage object detection such as SSD (Liu et al.
2016), Yolov3 (Redmon and Farhadi 2018), FPN (Lin et al.
2017a), RetinaNet (Lin et al. 2017b) and multiple other vi-
sion tasks (Yeh et al. 2017). The setting of zero-shot phrase
grounding is first explored in (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia
2019), which proposes several zero-shot dataset splits sub-
sampled from Flickr30K Entities (Plummer et al. 2015) and
Visual Genome (Krishna et al. 2017).
External Knowledge Leveraging priors from external
knowledge has been applied in both language and vision
domains, e.g., language inference (Chen et al. 2017b), vi-
sual question answering (Singh et al. 2019; Li, Wang, and
Zhu 2020), image classification (Marino, Salakhutdinov, and
Gupta 2016), visual relation detection (Lu et al. 2016), ob-
ject detection (Singh et al. 2018), commonsense reason-
ing (Ruan et al. 2019), etc. However, there has been very
limited work on using reasoning with external knowledge
for phrase grounding, especially in the challenging zero-shot
setting where visual examples of test queries are not shown
in training. We are the first to explore external knowledge,
graph reasoning, and spatial relation reasoning for zero-shot
phrase grounding. The work (Singh et al. 2018) on zero-
shot detection is most similar to ours. However, their work
directly encodes the external knowledge into image region
proposals to perform classification where region proposals
are already given as input and categories are predefined. Our
approach aims to use external knowledge to localize the re-
gions of phrases in sentences instead of classifying the spe-
cific proposed regions.

The Model
Given an image I and query q, the goal of phrase ground-
ing is to localize the bounding box bgt of the object referred
by q in I . An overview of our phrase grounding framework
is depicted in Figure 2, with the details of the components
described in the following sections.

Image Encoder and Candidate Proposals
Following (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia 2019; Lin et al.
2017b), we apply nine candidate proposals of various scales
and ratios on every sliced image region of different resolu-
tions. To produce K feature maps {vk}Kk=1 at different res-
olutions, we use backbone image encoder ResNet-50 (He
et al. 2016) with FPN (Lin et al. 2017a) as the default image
encoder. Moreover, we perform l2-normalization along the
channel dimension on their feature maps. Specifically, we
denote visual feature vk[x, y] for a sliced image region with
its center indexed by [x, y] at the kth feature map.
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Figure 2: An overview of the proposed phrase grounding framework.

For one candidate proposal bi, its final prediction is a five-
dimensional vector; four dimensions are regression parame-
ters zi and one dimension is a confidence score pi. Specif-
ically, regression parameters zi represent the shifts for the
width, height, and center of bi, while pi is the combined
score indicating the confidence on this shifted candidate pro-
posal.

Multi-Modal Knowledge Graph (MMKG)
Reasoning
A general challenge in building connections between unseen
and seen object categories lies in obtaining a shared seman-
tic representation space in the multi-modal setting.
Constructing MMKG We employ detectron2 (Wu et al.
2019) trained on the MSCOCO object detection classes (Lin
et al. 2014) to recognize instances of objects and return their
bounding boxes and object categories. As MSCOCO object
classes may have direct overlap with queried nouns in val-
idation or test set, we pick a subset of bounding boxes and
their object classes as nodes of MMKG to avoid violating the
zero-shot setting (b)1. We further encode these object boxes
using our backbone image encoder and obtain Region of In-
terest (RoI) features, obtaining a set of visual features and
instance category pairs {(v′1, c1), · · · , (v′M , cM )} where M
is the number of detected objects and v′, c are visual features
and object classes, respectively. On the text side, we extract
the lemmatized entity word w in the query.
Commonsense Knowledge We first consider building an
undirected graph Gcms for a given image I and query q
based on the commonsense knowledge from WordNet (Fell-
baum 2012) and ConceptNet (Liu and Singh 2004), where
the node set includes three types of nodes: entity nodes, re-
lation nodes, and object nodes. Specifically, we use a lem-
matized entity word w as the entity node, ni = (v′i, ci) as
the ith object node covering visual features and class labels,
and ri as a relation node that connects w and ni. We add

1Both settings will not be violated since setting (b) is stricter
than (a)

Wordnet ConceptNet
Hypernymy HasA

Hyponymy
InstanceOf, Entails

IsA, MannerOf, DerivedFrom
MadeOf, PartOf, TypeOf

Co-hyponyms DistinctFrom
Synonymy FormOf, SimilarTo, Synonym

N/A AtLocation, LocatedNear, RelateTo
Table 1: Filtered Commonsense Relations

object nodes and entity nodes first and then relation nodes
as well as edges based on knowledge triples; i.e., (w, ri, ni)
will add a relation node ri and assign two edges from node
w to ri and from ri to ni, respectively. Note that a relation
node ri could contain multiple relation types rji and there
would be no edges nor relation nodes between w and ni,
if there are no commonsense relations belonging to the set.
We filter the massive commonsense knowledge relations to
a pre-defined set {r} critical to phrase grounding as shown
in Table 1.
Scene Graph Knowledge To include more useful relation
nodes between entity nodes and object nodes, we also ex-
plore semantic relations from textual scene graphs in Visual
Genome (Krishna et al. 2017), e.g., “people-on-ladder” and
“people-carry-papers”. These semantic relations can pro-
vide additional prior for localization, which could be a good
supplement to relation types from commonsense knowledge.
Similarly, we construct a graph Gsgg based on scene graph
knowledge, of which entity nodes and object nodes, as well
as building process are the same with that of Gcms. Note
that we only preserve at most two semantic relations (based
on frequency) in relation nodes between w and ni from all
scene graphs in Visual Genome.

To sum up, we build a multi-modal knowledge graph
(MMKG) G = Gsgg ∪ Gcms covering both visual and tex-
tual features based on both commonsense and scene graph
knowledge.
MMKG Reasoning To perform reasoning on the con-
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Figure 3: Spatial Relations between one object box (red) and target proposal (blue) on a scaled image .

structed MMKG, we use graph convolution operations on
MMKG in the context of both modalities, images and text.
Specifically, we initialize the features g0ni

, g0ri , g
0
w for object

ni, relation ri and entity node w shown as follows:

g0ni
= fn([v

′
i; eci ]) (1)

g0ri =
1

J

J∑
j=1

ejri (2)

g0w = h (3)

where fn is feed-forward networks using the ReLU activa-
tion; e is the word embedding network; J is the number of
relation types in ri; h is normalized last hidden state vector
with the query q encoded by Bi-LSTM.

We present the process of encoding G to produce a new set
of context-aware representation. The representation of graph
node ri, ni and w in the jth convolution turn is computed as
follows:

gjri = fr([g
j−1
ni

; gj−1w ; gj−1ri ]) (4)

gjw =
1

N

 ∑
ri∈N (w)

fw([g
j−1
w ; gj−1ri ])

 (5)

gjni
= fo([g

j−1
ni

, gj−1ri ]) (6)

where fr, fo, fw are feed-forward networks with the ReLU
activation. N (w) denotes the adjacent nodes of w. N is the
total number of adjacent nodes. We denote g′ri , g

′
w, g

′
ni

as
representation after the graph convolution operations (2 con-
volution turns here).
Candidate Proposal Output To predict matching score p̃i
and regression parameters zi for candidate proposal bi in-
dexed at [x, y] on feature map vk, we use feed-forward net-
work fp with ReLU activation:

(p̃i, zi) = fp([vk[x, y], g
′
r̃, g
′
ñ, g
′
w, x/W, y/H ]) (7)

where g′r̃ and g′ñ are mean pooled features from relation and
object nodes, respectively, and x/W, y/H are scaled coor-
dinates.

Spatial Relation Reasoning (SRR)
To make use of locations from detected objects, we explore
the spatial relations between the ground truth boxes and the
object boxes. The spatial relations represent their relative ge-
ometrical positions so that eight types of spatial relations are
defined based on their Intersection over Union (IoU), rela-
tive distance d, and angle θ.

Specifically, given ground truth box bgt and detected ob-
ject ni, the locations of them are denoted as (xt, yt) and
(xi, yi), which are the normalized coordinates of the bound-
ing box center, respectively. We can achieve the IoU between
ni and bgt, relative angle θ and distance d. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, we first consider two types of special cases: Cover
(ni completely includes bgt) and Inside (ni is fully covered
by bgt). Apart from the two special types, if the IoU be-
tween bgt and ni is larger than 0.5, the geometrical relation
is classified as Overlap. When the proportion of their rela-
tive distance d to image diagonal length is smaller than 0.5
and the IoU smaller than 0.5, we define the relation solely on
quadrant of relative angle θ, namely Top-Left, Top-Right,
Bottom-Left and Bottom-Right. Lastly, When the propor-
tion is larger than 0.5 and IoU smaller than 0.5, the spatial
relation between them is referred to as Irrelevant.

Following these rules, we could obtain ground truth spa-
tial relation ŝj between each detected object box nj and
the ground truth box bgt. Meanwhile, we take concatenated
features from graph nodes to reason about the spatial rela-
tions nj between bgt by predicting the probability distribu-
tion sj , sj ∈ R8 over eight spatial relation categories by a
feed-forward network fs, and thus we use ŝj as supervision
for sj in the SRR training.

sj = fs([g
′
nj
; g′w; g

′
rj ]) (8)

ŝj = δ(bgt, nj) (9)

where δ returns a one-hot spatial relation by the above rules.
SRR can be used to estimate the localization score p′i of a

given candidate proposal bi with regard to a set of detected
objects {nj} during inference:

p′i =
1

M

∑
j

s
argmax(δ(bi,nj))
j (10)

whereM is the number of detected objects and sij will return
the scalar indexed by i in vector sj .

Training and Inference
During training, for all dense candidate proposalsB = {bi},
we obtain their corresponding matching scores set P̃ = {p̃i}
and regression parameters Z = {zi} from Equation 7 as
well as a set of localization scores P ′ = {p′i} from Equa-
tion 10. Given the ground truth bounding box bgt, we acquire
a binary annotation set T = {ti}where ti = 1IoU(bi,bgt)≥0.5
is the indicator function denoting whether the IoU between
one proposal bi and bgt exceeds 0.5. The losses can be writ-
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Train Validation Test

#i #q #i #q #i #q

Flickr30K 30K 58K 1K 14K 1K 14K
Flickr-0 19K 11K 6K 9K 6K 9K
Flickr-1 19K 87K 6K 26K 6K 26K
VG-2UB 40K 251K 33K 83K 17K 23K
VG-2B 40K 251K 33K 83K 10K 12K

VG-3UB 40K 251K 33K 83K 41K 68K
VG-3B 40K 251K 33K 83K 23K 25K

Table 2: Dataset details, #i/#q means image/query num-
bers

ten as below:

Lcls =
1

|T |

|P̃ |∑
i=1

LF (p̃i, ti) (11)

Lreg =

|Z|∑
i=1

tiLS(zi, bgt) (12)

Lloc =
1

M

M∑
i=1

LC(si, ŝi) (13)

where we use focal loss LF (α = 0.25, γ = 2) for the binary
classification, smooth-L1 loss LS for regression parameter
predictions, and cross entropy loss LC between predicted
spatial relations si and ground truth ŝi. Therefore the overall
loss can be written as L = Lcls+λ1Lreg +λ2Lloc. (λ1 and
λ2 are set to be 1 here).

During inference, we derive the final confidence score
pi = p̃i + βp′i and regression parameters zi for a candi-
date anchor bi, of which β is an adjustable hyper-parameter.
We take the candidate proposal with the highest p as well as
its regression parameters to get the predicted bounding box.

Experiments
Data Following (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia 2019), we
use sub-sampled dataset split Flickr-0 and Flickr-1 from
Flickr30K Entities (Plummer et al. 2015) with region-phrase
correspondence annotated on the original Flickr30K (Young
et al. 2014). We also use VG-2UB, VG-2B, VG-3UB, and
VG-3B sub-sampled from Visual Genome (Krishna et al.
2017). The above six splits describe four slightly different
cases of zero-shot phrase grounding settings.
Flickr-0 Flickr-0 follows zero-shot setting (a) that queried
noun phrases in the test set are not included in training set;
e.g., the noun phrase “blue sedan” would be regarded as
zero-shot only if “sedan” are not included in training; There-
fore noun phrases, such as “red minivan” and “old truck”
are allowed in the training set although “sedan”, “minivan”
and “truck” belonging to the same object category, i.e., ve-
hicles. Note that all noun phrases in Flickr30K Entities can
be classified as 8 general categories, i.e., people, clothing,
bodyparts, animals, vehicles, instructs, scene, and other.
Flickr-1 Flickr-1 follows zero-shot setting (b) The cate-
gories of nouns phrases in the test set are not included in the

training set; e.g., the noun phrase “blue automobile” would
be regarded as zero-shot only if visual examples of any ve-
hicles such as “sedan” and “truck”, which belong to the gen-
eral category vehicles, are not included in the training.
VG-2UB, VG-2B VG-2UB and VG-2B follow zero-shot
setting (b). Different from the Flickr dataset, Visual
Genome defines more fine-grained object categories for
noun phrases. UB and B mean unbalanced and balanced in-
stance numbers in terms of object categories in testing, re-
spectively.
VG-3UB, VG-3B VG-3UB and VG-3B follow zero-shot
setting (b). Different from VG-2UB and VG-2B, these two
splits include an image with at least one distracted object
category; e.g., one test image would contain both a visual in-
stance of unseen object category “bull” which is referenced
by the query and a visual instance of seen object category
“horse” to check if the model would tend to ground to the
seen object category.

In addition to the zero-shot grounding dataset splits,
we also conducted experiments on the standard split of
Flikcr30K Entity.

More Experiment Set-up
Evaluation Metric We use the Intersection over Union
(IoU) as in (Chen, Kovvuri, and Nevatia 2017). In the anno-
tations of the above six zero-shot grounding dataset splits,
there is exactly one ground truth box corresponding to a tex-
tual query. If the IoU of the predicted and the ground truth
box is more than 0.5, we view it as the correct prediction.
We calculate the number of correct predictions divided by
the size of the test set to obtain accuracy.
Model Comparison We compare our models with the fol-
lowing baseline models: (1) QRG (Chen, Kovvuri, and
Nevatia 2017) employs query-guided regression network by
reinforcement learning for proposal generation and policy
learning; we had its first-stage object detector pre-trained on
Pascal-VOC (Everingham et al. 2010) and then fine-tuned
on the training set of the specific dataset. (2) ZSG (Sadhu,
Chen, and Nevatia 2019) combines the detector and text
query to produce classification probabilities and regression
parameters, which is the basic framework we build on. Note
that since the method for YOLOG (Yang et al. 2019) is sim-
ilar to ZSG except for the backbone encoder, we view it as
the same baseline as ZSG.
Implementation Details To ensure a fair comparison, we
follow the same setting as in (Sadhu, Chen, and Neva-
tia 2019) in terms of text encoders, backbone image en-
coders, and the optimization method. Specifically, we use
the Glove embedding (Pennington, Socher, and Manning
2014) and Bi-LSTM (hidden dimension 256) for query fea-
tures, and SSD (Liu et al. 2016) with VGG16 network
or RetinaNet (Lin et al. 2017b) with Resnet-50 (He et al.
2016) network initialized with features pre-trained on Im-
ageNet (Deng et al. 2009) for backbone image encoder.
The hyper-parameters λ1, λ2, β are set to be 1, 1 and 0.5,
respectively. The feed-forward networks fn, fr, fw, fo in
MMKG and the SRR module are two-layer feed-forward
networks with the output dimension being 256. We per-
form graph convolution operations twice to get contextual-
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ized representation. Same as in (Sadhu, Chen, and Neva-
tia 2019), we start training by resizing the image to 300
* 300 for 10 epochs, and then we fine-tune the network
with images being resized to 600 * 600 for 20 epochs using
Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) with a learning rate of 1e−4.
Image augmentation methods such as flipping are not used
because they may change the relative spatial relations here.
For Flickr and Visual Genome sub-sampled split, we pick
bounding boxes from the explicit object detector belong-
ing to the Flickr30K or Visual Genome categories. In the
Flickr sub-sampled splits, we further replace fine-grained
MSCOCO object classes such as “cat” and “dog” with gen-
eral Flickr30K category “animal” when returning detected
bounding box labels.

Quantitative Analysis
Overall Performance Table 3 and 4 show the results on
the zero-shot learning splits and Flickr30K Entity standard
split. The tables show that our proposed method outperforms
the baselines on the standard metrics. Our model reaches the
accuracy of 45.99%, 33.12%, 15.12%, 14.49%, 15.93%, and
15.28% on the six zero-shot learning splits, achieving an im-
provement of 2 ∼ 3%. Similar to the baseline methods, the
accuracy on Flickr-0,1 is much higher than on the VG-split,
which is partially due to the higher variance of categories
of the referred objects in Visual Genome. Our method is
orthogonal to backbones, and our results using VGG16 as
backbone are also much higher than the baseline. On the
standard Flickr30K Entity split, our model reaches 65.02%
and 62.56%, yielding an improvement of 1.7% and 2.4%
over the baseline methods using different backbones.
Ablation Analysis Table 3 shows ablation analyses on dif-
ferent component compositions. The results show that both
the multi-modal knowledge graph reasoning (denoted as G)
and spatial relation reasoning (denoted as R) help improve
the performance of the phrase grounding; e.g., “Base + G”
increases “Base” from 31.23% to 32.33% and “Base + G
+ R” further improves the performance from 32.33% to
33.12% on Flickr-1. Interestingly, while the scene graph
knowledge added model “Base + Gsgg” improves the base-
line by a relative small margin (43.02% to 43.18% on Flickr-
0) compared to the commonsense knowledge graph “Base
+ Gcms” (43.02% to 44.10%), it could work as a useful
supplement to Gcms to further boost performance (44.10%
to 44.41%). Hence we use the union of both knowledge
G = Gcms ∪Gsgg in the final model.
Reasoning Module Analyses We analyze the performance
of the reasoning per spatial relation and list the effect of
hyper-parameter β on the final prediction. Figure 4 illus-
trates the precision and recall of every spatial relation cate-
gory, showing that the module achieves relatively higher pre-
cision than recall, particularly in terms of predicting “Irrele-
vant”, “Cover” and “Overlap” and thus providing strong and
accurate cues to localize the objects referred by a query. One
more interesting point is that the reasoning module tends to
reach a higher recall on direction based spatial relations, e.g.,
“Top-Left” and “Top-Right”, because these two relations be-
long to the most common categories among the eight.

In Figure 5, our performance reaches its peak with β being
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Figure 4: Result of spatial relations on Flickr-1 test set.
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Figure 5: Effect of β on validation set of two split.

set to be around 0.5 on Flickr-0,1 validation set. Moreover,
our results will be strongly boosted when we use ground
truth reasoning results instead of the model predictions,
reaching 48.64% with β set to be 1. It demonstrates that
spatial relation reasoning is an effective auxiliary task for
zero-shot phrase grounding.
Knowledge Module Analysis We analyze how nodes in
multi-modal graphs affect the performance. On Flickr-0,1,
we compare results by removing features from object nodes
and relation nodes. As shown in Table 5, relation nodes
contribute significantly to the prediction (Flickr-0 results
dropped from 45.99% to 43.48% and Flickr-1 dropped from
33.12% to 31.52%) and visual features of detected object
boxes also affect the performance dramatically (Flickr-0 de-
creased from 45.99% to 44.11% and Flickr-1 decreased from
33.12% to 32.49%).

Qualitative Analysis
Case Study Figure 6 shows six zero-shot phrase grounding
examples benefiting from the detected bounding boxes of
“people” from explicit object detector and external knowl-
edge extracted upon the query and “people”. While base-
line methods either ground novel phrases to partial of the
bounding boxes of irrelevant but seen objects in training (the
bottom three examples) or simply to image background (the
top three examples), our methods show better performance
in grounding the unseen objects in text queries. All the six
examples can leverage cues from knowledge triplets and the
detected bounding box of “people”, and hence unseen noun
phrases would be localized in a more precise way.
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BackBone Flickr-0 Flickr-1 VG-2B VG-2UB VG-3B VG-3UB

QRG (Chen, Kovvuri, and Nevatia 2017) VGG16 35.62 24.42 7.64 7.15 8.35 7.52
ZSG (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia 2019) VGG16 39.32 29.35 11.02 10.55 11.42 10.97
Base + G + R (This work) VGG16 42.88 31.41 13.54 12.99 14.12 13.40

ZSG (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia 2019) ResNet50 43.02 31.23 12.90 12.37 13.77 12.82
Base + Gcms ResNet50 44.10 32.33 14.19 13.68 15.03 14.18
Base + Gsgg ResNet50 43.18 31.47 13.90 13.39 14.79 13.61
Base + G ResNet50 44.41 32.42 14.43 13.81 15.31 14.49
Base + R ResNet50 43.48 31.52 13.42 12.76 14.16 13.37
Base + Gcms + R ResNet50 45.72 33.31 14.96 14.30 15.61 14.76
Base + Gsgg + R ResNet50 44.29 32.33 14.31 13.95 15.23 14.35
Base + G + R (This work) ResNet50 45.99 33.12 15.12 14.49 15.93 15.28

Table 3: Accuracy (%) on zero-shot dataset splits

BackBone Flickr30K

SCRC (Hu et al. 2016) VGG16 27.80
GroundR (Rohrbach et al. 2016) VGG16 48.38
GroundR (Rohrbach et al. 2016) VGG16 42.43
MCB (Fukui et al. 2016) VGG16 48.70
CITE* (Plummer et al. 2018) VGG16 61.89
QRG* (Chen, Kovvuri, and Nevatia 2017) VGG16 60.10
ZSG (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia 2019) VGG16 60.12
This work VGG16 62.56

ZSG (Sadhu, Chen, and Nevatia 2019) ResNet50 63.39
This work ResNet50 65.02

Table 4: Accuracy (%) on the Flickr30K Entity dataset.
Models with “*” have their first-stage object detector fine-
tuned on Flickr30k Entity objects

Flickr-0 Flickr-1

This work 45.99 33.12
-w/o visual features in object nodes 44.11 32.49
-w/o textual featues in object nodes 45.51 32.91
-w/o relation node 43.48 31.52

Table 5: Effect of different types of node features and limited
categories of explicit object detector.

Failure Cases We also investigate several scenarios where
our method does not have any improvement compared to
baselines in the zero-shot phrase grounding: (1) Lack of spe-
cific knowledge. In Figure 7 (a) and (b), we need to model
more specific knowledge about “conductor” and “judge” so
that we can localize them correctly from other “people” in-
stances. (2) Multiple objects. Our model does not differen-
tiate singular or plural forms of text phrases when building
MMKG, thus having little improvement on these cases, as
shown in Figure 7 (c) and (d). (3) Vague or general noun
phrases. Our model tends to ground a large area of the im-
age, same with the baseline in these cases, as shown in Fig-
ure 7 (e) and (f).

Conclusions
This paper explores better solutions for the fundamental
problem of zero-shot phrase grounding by building multi-
modal knowledge graphs based on external knowledge and
performing two types of reasoning based on the acquired

Query: A couch

Query: A ladder

Query: A blue bucketQuery: Her makeup
People on ladder

People wear makeup People on couch People carry bucket

Query: His papers

People carry papers

Query: A green 
pack

People carry pack

Figure 6: Zero-shot Ground Cases from Flickr-0,1. Green,
blue and red boxes denote localization by baseline, ground
truth and our models, respectively

Query: The conductor

(a) (b)
Query: Teal scrubs

(c)

Query: Three guitarists

Query: business share Query: A food product

Query: A judge

(d) (f)(e)

Figure 7: Zero-shot Grounding Failure Cases.

graphs. Specifically, we connect seen, and unseen categories
of objects referenced by text queries using multi-modal
knowledge graphs (MMKG) built with commonsense and
scene graph knowledge. We perform both MMKG reason-
ing and spatial relation reasoning to localize noun phrases
referenced by queries. Our experiments on different zero-
shot grounding datasets sub-sampled from Flickr30K Enti-
ties and Visual Genome show that the proposed model sig-
nificantly outperforms baselines.
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